SOVC™ (Solenoid Operated Valve Control) is a revolutionary
patented product that doubles the suction power of any truck
mount. This substantial increase in suction power cuts dry times
by 50% and increases the distance you can work from your truck
mount. And because SOVC delivers more CFMs at lower RPMs
than would typically be required to achieve the same suction
power, SOVC decreases fuel consumption and increases the life
of your truck mount.

A Universal Solution: SOVC can be installed on any
make and model of truck mount. Powerplus configures each
SOVC unit to our customers specifications including operating altitude, blower size, waste tank composition, truck mount model,
and operating goals.

Easy Installation: Powerplus includes a universal installation kit and free technical support to ensure rapid and successful

How does SOVC work?
As the chart to the left illustrates,
the spring and disc pressure relief
valve used on most truck mounts
begins to open the moment the
truck mount is started. The result
is an immediate loss of CFMs. As
the pressure is increased, CFMs
continue to decrease cutting suction by 80% at 12” Hg.
The chart to the right illustrates
the effect of replacing the spring
and disc valve with an SOVC digitally controlled valve. Powerplus
calibrates each SOVC unit to
open the pressure relief valve at
the customers specified pressure.
The result is maximum suction
while ensuring maximum safety.
SOVC is a trademark of Tsunami Cleaning Technologies. U.S. patent nos. 5,987,696 and 6176940B1. Multiple foreign patents pending

installation. Typical SOVC installations take about 20 minutes.
Powerplus offers a complete five-year warranty against manufacturers defects.

Satisfaction Guaranteed: Hundreds of professional
cleaners are enjoying the benefits SOVC offers. To ensure your
satisfaction with your SOVC turbo suction upgrade module,
Powerplus guarantees that SOVC will double your CFMs (at the
wand under load) and cut your typical dry time by 50% (using a
typical scrub wand) or you get your money back! Double your
power at no risk -- upgrade with SOVC from Powerplus today!

Your One-Stop Source for every professional cleaning need.
For more information or to order your SOVC unit today,
call Powerplus at (714) 635-9264

www . powerplusonline . com

